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tion as a basis, he can proceed to analyze it into its reflex components 
and the relations by which they have been organized into behavior. 

EDWIN B. HOLT. 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY. 

KANT AND AFTER KANT 

T HE discussions of causation in recent numbers of this JOURNAL 
have come to my attention just as in my teacher's capacity I 

happen once more to be going over Kant's-as I hope-still mem- 
orable "Deduction of the Categories." Accordingly, while I am 
myself certainly no Kantian, or at least no more Kantian than prag- 
matist, creative evolutionist, or anything else you please,-so, long as 
it is quite up to date !-and while I shall 'not brave all the minutie 
of the various articles which have appeared and which have been 
developed with so much keenness of analysis, I would here discuss 
some of the phases of causation that have been in question, in the 
light of Kant's doctrine of the categories. This doctrine, at least 
when read between the lines or for its inner logic, has seemed to me 
to afford a certain historical sanction to the views, or some of them, 
now finding expression. 

Of course, all doctrines, even Immanuel Kant's, must have their 
inner logic, which really or seemingly is hidden from their pro- 
pounders; really hidden by their humanly limited vision or under- 
standing, their thought being or building beyond their knowledge, 
or seemingly hidden by the traditional language in which the new 
ideas have been put, old bottles holding the new wine. In any case, 
moreover, discovery of this inner logic must always be significant, 
of course for several reasons, but especially because, as in the pres- 
ent instance, it may enable interpretation of later doctrines in terms 
of earlier. The historical sanction so provided is never to be de- 
spised, however superior the later time may feel. 

Thus, as to Kant's "Deduction of the Categories," few if any 
will gainsay that its real interest is rather in the principle of cate- 
gory than in the table of categories, this interest being paramount 
in the Transcendental Deduction, and, as hardly needs to be said, 
the principle is not like in kind either to the table or to any one of 
its individual members. The table and its twelve members are not, 
indeed, without meaning and importance, but, when all is said, they 
show more of the old bottles than of the new wine. The principle 
of category, however, best seen in the "synthesis a priori" of the 
"unity of apperception," calls, as I would point out at once, for an 
objective world which as positively experienced always is both in space 
and in time a given manifold, discrete and pluralistic, on each and 
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every possible plane of experience; a given manifold of sensations, 
of perceptions, even of conceptions; and just this manifoldness, em- 
pirically real and in no sense formal, being-if the verbal circum- 
locution be needed-materially and pluralistically manifold, is at 
least one of the consequences of Kant's a priori principle that spe- 
cially concerns us here. Obviously, in so far as the manifold is 
"given," the experience is intuitive and I may suggest also that such 
a given manifold is the natural, the logical, empirical correlative of 
whatever compulsion or necessity may belong to the a priori unity. 
But, again, here and now the important point is the objectively, 
empirically real manifoldness. Unity, if a priori, may never be 
found; it may never be empirically real; as Kant insists, it will and 
must be always "transcendental" of all possible positive experience; 
it must be something with which we knew, never something directly 
and positively known or seen face to face. In fact, as to this,-and 
here one may see Kant's real or seeming blindness to the meaning 
of his doctrine,-even to work out systematically a table of just so 
many categories, system, or table, of categories involving something 
very like a contradiction, is really to compromise the principle and 
its a priori unity, its "transcendental ideality." Such a table, too, 
besides offending the principle by presenting unity or system, would 
lose virtue from the sure taint of the influence of the medium of 
expression on which its construction would have to depend. Certain 
sentence-forms, for example, or even the idioms of some particular 
language, would undo the principle as a true principle. 

So, at least for the inner logic of Kant's Deduction, only cate- 
gory, the principle of category, not any particular category in a 
system or table, is truly a priori and the basis of the possibility of 
"synthetic judgments a priori"; and any of the particular cate- 
gories, e. g., causality, can be quite categoric, not as one in a formu- 
lated system or scheme, but primarily only as being freely loyal, or 
free to be loyal, to whatever the principle, itself free, would require. 

Now the free principle of category, as already said, is unity, the 
a priori synthetic unity of apperception. It is called unity, I sup- 
pose, for lack of a better name. Students, however, of the inner 
logic, the deeper meaning and motive, of Kantianism, need to dis- 
criminate most carefully between unity and uniformity. The unity, 
really involved in the principle of category or in the synthesis a 
priori, must be free from the slightest suspicion of uniformity and 
also, I add, from any suspicion of the peculiar sort of universality 
and necessity which uniformity must always carry. Degrade or cor- 
rupt that unity to uniformity and, again, you would compromise 
or betray the apriority. You would betray also the value of the 
enabled synthesis. Uniformity, if a priori, would seriously check 
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the very thing which, above all others, Kant seeks to show to be pos- 
sible, namely, transcendence of mere analysis and of those "highest 
principles of all analytic judgments," the principles of identity, 
contradiction, and excluded middle. An a priori uniformity would 
hold the mind to what it had already instead of enabling it to reach 
outward and so to get in experience or to have and to hold in expe- 
rience something that could never be worked out analytically from 
within or that could never be found as conformal or uniform with 
anything already known. In short, only to be very repetitious, the 
principle of category, the free unity of it, free from the limitations 
of any system or table and free from any blasting confusion with any 
uniformity, calls for an objective world, a world in experience, that 
is indeed "materially and pluralistically a manifold"; to use what, 
thanks to James, is of all possible descriptions the most emphatic, 
it calls for a pluralistic universe. Its world or universe can show 
empirically no basal conformity or uniformity. On the contrary, to 
pile superfluity on repetition, unless a priori unity-not uniformity 
-and its demand count for nothing, the universe is bound again 
and again, say even constantly and everywhere, to viola.te any test 
of uniformity. 

Only such an a priori unity makes the desired or required syn- 
thesis possible, and only a "pluralistic" manifold can express or re- 
alize the possibility. In Kant's time, I remark in passing, the time 
of revolution from medievalism to modernism, real addition or acqui- 
sition, that is, synthesis instead of analysis, as a natural power of 
man instead of a result of some power acting from outside, e. g., a 
miracle-working God, was of supreme importance; so that Kant, 
however hampered by traditional standpoints and traditional lan- 
guage, in insisting on mind's having, as it were, a native hold on 
novelty and real, not just formal, difference, on mind's being born 
to get, to grow, to outdo, and even outlive its formal structure at any 
time, in short, in making "synthesis a priori" the central problem of 
his theory of knowledge, if not also of his entire philosophy, was 
plainly serving the modern spirit. 

But what of causation? Returning to causation, we may say 
the following and still be in the spirit, if not in the letter, good 
Kantians. Thus, introductorily, under the free unity of the prin- 
ciple of category the world of all possible experience must be a mov- 
ing, active, living world; not such a world as, for example, orthodox 
creationism has imagined, the result of some sudden origin, produced 
ab extra and ex nihilo, but-except for those who would still hold 
to the mechanicalistic view-such as the evolutionists have imagined. 
I have sometimes expressed the difference between creation and evo- 
lution as that between the process by which a single determinate plan 
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or programme is initiated and carried out, and the process, so much 
freer, by which a general or indeterminate principle, hospitable to 
an indefinite number of determinations, is initiated and carried out. 
Only the general principle would hardly require-or allow?-any 
initiation spatially or temporally. Again, the difference has a cer- 
tain resemblance to that between life under restraint of the letter of 
some law and life under the spirit. But, as I was saying, under a 
free unity as the principle of category the world is an active world; 
perhaps, too, even a self-active world, for, quod ipsi dixit, whatever 
makes experience possible also makes the objective world and, an- 
swering to that free unity, as a priori condition or opportunity of 
experience, I seem to see a self-active world. The latter point, how- 
ever, is unimportant. Suffice it, if activity is seen as belonging to 
the world and if also the changes realized by that activity are appre- 
ciated as necessarily qualitative. 

Why necessarily qualitative? Anything but qualitative change, 
equivalent to real causation, would simply betray the a priori syn- 
thesis that the unity-never uniformity-makes possible. If caus- 
ality be held to the nature of the principle of category, no effect 
in its entirety can ever be formally analyzable out of its cause; no 
effect can ever be found, in other words, formally wholly like its cause; 
but in all causation there must be some distinct change in kind. Or, 
to say the least, if causation were anything less than such change, 
the Kantian synthesis a priori would be as meaningless as empty. 
It would have no raison d'etre. 

And now may be concluded, as to causation, three things: (1) 
Causation truly is dual, that is, essentially an affair of two terms, 
not of a single term. (2) Incommensurability, while not exhausting 
the relation, is a necessary phase of the relation of cause and effect. 
And (3) the relation implies a certain real, very real, necessity, but 
not a merely mechanical necessity. Let me discuss these conclusions 
in order. 

1. To say that causality is dual is to make it comprehend the 
cause-effect relation instead of identifying it only with the antece- 
dent term of that relation. Moreover, whatever may be the violence 
to ordinary views of time and of things in temporal sequence, so truly 
does and must causality comprehend the cauise-effect relation that 
even the consequent effect must somehow have some part in the 
causation. Exactly what part it is not necessary to say here, beyond 
suggesting that for evolution consistently maintained something of 
the sort would have to be true; in some real sense the consequent 
must be immanent in, actively present in, the antecedent; but that 
the duality and the resulting part of the effect even in the causation 
are logical conclusions from Kant's doctrine of category and syn- 
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thesis is, I venture to assert, beyond dispute. Were causality not 
dual, did it not comprehend the relationship, there wouid be no a 
priori synthesis, no a priori implication, by the cause, of something 
-the effect-not analyzable out of the cause; there would, I say, be 
no such synthesis made possible by the category of causality. Again, 
causality being category, for Kant there must be the synthesis, and 
the synthesis must be a priori, of cause and its formally external 
effect; so that, in view of the synthesis, causation must always be 
identified with the relation, not just with the antecedent, and so 
must include the effect. 

But, to use the language of a much-discussed issue, is causation 
really thing or relation? To this question I can here recognize no 
answer, but that it is both. Causation is always both thing and re- 
lation. Always there are the cause and the effect as two things and 
there is the relation, the cause-effect relation, not less real than the 
two things. Moreover, causation being both, the result is, so to 
speak, another dimension for the duality of causality. There is the 
duality of cause and effect, two formally, qualitatively different 
things, one being, so far as any possible analysis goes, external to the 
other; and there is also, as another dimension, the duality of thing 
and relation. These two dimensions, furthermore, being like all 
true dimensions, implications of each other, manifestly spring to- 
gether from the difference between analysis and synthesis, the duality 
of things being result of the impossibility of analysis of the whole 
effect out of the cause and that of thing and relation being result of 
the synthesis a priori by which the limitations of analysis are tran- 
scended. Of course, under the standpoint of mechanicalism, cause 
and effect are supposedly formally identifiable, and under that stand- 
point, accordingly, either duality would lose its significance and 
character; but mechanicalism, while not wholly impertinent to the 
cause-effect sequence, being true of it, but not exhaustive of it, is the 
very "ism" that Kant would outwit by his transcendentalism, by his 
synthesis a priori, a synthesis of a free unity-be it kept constantly 
in mind-not of uniformity. 

Thing and relation constitute a dualism that in general, not 
merely in the special field of causality, has given trouble to many. 
Kant, I imagine, would say that transcendentally a thing was only 
its relations, but that empirically no relations ever would or ever 
could exhaust any thing. Always in anything, emnpirically, there 
must be a residuum of the unrelated, which Kant, albeit too strongly 
disposed to hypostatize it, accounted for in his so-called thing-in-it- 
self. And Kant's view of a thing and its relations, if I be right in 
stating it as logically his, seems to me substantially correct. It must 
be correct if there be any real difference, I mean anything more than 
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a difference of size or degree, between unity, under which a thing 
would indeed be exhausted or at least exhaustible by its relations, 
and uniformity, under which it certainly could not be. As to the 
suggestion that unity and uniformity might differ only in size, the 
idea is that the former would then be an infinite unity, the latter 
finite; but, as matter of fact, although mechanicalism has sometimes 
retreated on infinity in this way, finite and infinite, instead of dif- 
fering only in size or of being only different degrees in kind of the 
same thing, themselves make a real duality. Infinity is no mere 
limiting term in kind with the finite. Here, too, I would remark, 
perhaps with more digression than pertinence, that unity and uni- 
formity, the infinite and the finite, synthesis and analysis, as sep- 
arable phases of experience, correspond to what is vital and what is 
formal, respectively, to the personal and the institutional, the imme- 
diate and the mediate or instrumental. The great struggle of Kant's 
philosophy, in which we have a new wine forced into old bottles, 
may, then, be said to be an adequate account of personal experience 
in institutionalistic terms or to be the effort of a traditional formnal- 
ism, by becoming universal, to be vital. 

In conclusion as to the nature of a thing and its relations, every- 
thing, belonging as it does to a universe, not to a mere mechanisrn, is 
dual in its nature, in experience being always at once a related thing 
and an isolated thing. That the distinction between the relational 
and the isolational, or say the mechanicalistic and the pluralistic, 
characters of a thing must be a fluent or moving one, the material 
ground or content of either, never remaining the same, disturbs the 
fundamental reality of the distinction not one jot or tittle. On the 
contrary, if one may speak in comparatives here, such a moving dis- 
tinction or duality has more reality, not less, than one which is ma- 
terially fixed. The fixed distinction can be but one case of the infinite 
cases comprised in the distinction as moving and, to refer anew to 
institution and person, for the institution distinctions in general 
are naturally fixed; for the person, as person, fluent. And now, to 
sum up specifically as to causality, causality is dual; its duality has 
two dimensions, that of two different things and that of thing and 
relation; and in either dimension the distinction, although not with- 
out fixity in experience, is at once fluent and very real. Causality, 
again, is not without mechanical character, but is never exhausted by 
this character. 

2. If possible, still more important than the two-dimensional 
duality of causality is the incommensurability. A statement, which, 
after all, is more rhetorical than logical; since the incommensur- 
ability of cause and effect, instead of being a different fact, is only 
the duality in a peculiarly interesting aspect. Thus, not only must 
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one see in the incommensurability a direct consequence of the syn- 
thesis being based on an a priori unity, under which empirically 
causation must show the two dualities, not on an a priori uniformity, 
under which empirically cause and effect would have to be com- 
mensurable and not dual, but also one must realize that there is 
involved here a very significant idea of what constitutes possibility- 
That the relation of the possible to the actual must differ radically 
where the test is unity from what it would be under uniformity is 
very evident and, of course, the sort of possibility realized by an 
incommensurable effect is that which only the free unity could com- 
prise. The effect, linked by the synthesis a priori with the cause, 
must be the realization of some real possibility of the cause, but there 
could be no true synthesis if that possibility were limited only to 
what was commensurable. In the case of any infinite series new 
terms, always commensurable with those already actual, may be 
developed without limit. In the universe, viewed mechanicalistic- 
ally, new states, continuing the routine, may be added indefinitely, 
provided they conform. But the possibility so realized can hardly 
be said to make for any real increment. It is an empty, merely 
negative possibility, a formal possibility. Its realization is indeed 
only routine, effecting, of course, multiplication, accumulation, or 
say, borrowing from chemistry, saturation, perhaps even a promising 
saturation; but, taking it in and for itself, the universe which may 
claim it, so to speak, in its repertory is not significantly the gainer. 
Kant's category, however, with its synthesis a priori calls emphatic- 
ally for a possibility not so bound. In Kant's world effects must 
be more than just sequences in a routine. They must, it is true, 
realize possibilities of their causes, but also in doing this, besides 
showing some mechanical relation, they must show a difference in 
kind; they must be at some point incommensurable. 

Now some one may say that so to view the effect is only to return 
to orthodox creationism. To recognize effects so external to their 
causes, possibility so foreign to the actual, will seem to them only to 
be undoing the work of all enlightened modern thinking from the 
time of David Hume down even to the last authoritative word for 
evolution. Not so; indeed very far from that. Instead of reverting 
to orthodox creationism, the view here reached actually silences that 
creationism once for all by making evolution itself creative. In the 
universe, which we may experience under Kant's a priori unity, 
effects, although necessarily having their formal externality to their 
causes, can not be really or vitally external. Although always in 
some respect formally external, although incommensuirable and dif- 
ferent in kind, they are neither caused ab extra nor produced ex 
nihilo. The natural changes of unity are so very different from 
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old-time creationa! They differ greatly, too, from evolution-mechanics 
and its changes of uniformity without wholly excluding these. They 
are the changes, the wholly natural changes, of a creative evolution, 
always realizing, as they do, ever and above any manifested routine, 
something really potential in, but incommensurable with, the cause. 

3. In my discussion of the incommensurability of cause and effect, 
which the Kantian category requires, and of the no less requisite 
real-in distinction from only formal-possibility that any true 
effect is the realization of, I could not avoid certain intimations of 
necessity in the cause-effect relationship. Thus I said: "From any 
cause may come, nay, must come, as effect, something realizing a 
possibility of that cause that is different in kind." The fact, in 
other words, that the effect differs in kind, or formally, from the 
cause, being or at least containing some new thing, does not and 
logically-remembering once more the synthesis a priori-can not 
mean that causation is ever a random, haphazard, arbitrary thing. 
On the contrary, although no formal necessity can wholly determine 
the sequence of effect upon cause, always, thanks to the transcen- 
dental unity, there must be some real and vital necessity determining 
that sequence; there must be such necessity as something superior 
to the mechanical necessity by which empirically the sequence may be 
mediated. As possibility must transcend any inere possible conform- 
ity or commensurability, so necessity must also transcend any such 
determination. Again, that we may never find a complete and abso- 
lute necessity between cause and effect as they appear is no good 
reason for denying any necessity in the sequence; it warrants only 
denial of mechlanical necessity as absolute or assertion of experienced 
mechanical necessity as only mediate. The mechanical and the vital 
being different as uniformity and unity are different, there is still 
left, over and above any evidence of mechanicalism, for the sequence 
of cause and effect, a vital necessity, real because vital and absolute 
as real. In short, creative evolution, although superior to mechan- 
ical routine, the mere multiplication of commensurable forms, which 
forbids-among other things-' missing links," is no loose hit-and- 
miss affair. Its creations, as the realizations only of such possibili- 
ties as are true to the synthetic unity a priori of the IKantian category 
or-I add with regard to the empirical equivalent of that unity-to a 
pluralistic manifold of experienced uniformities, are nevertheless 
under law and order, under a principle of conservation. So, al- 
though absolutism be indeed dead, long live absolutism! Long live 
the new absolutism of creative evolution, the absolutism of unity or 
-as Kant would have us say-of synthesis as a priori, as too large 
and too deep, as too vital, ever to be empirical except pluralistically. 
No law may ever be the law; yet, all the more, the law is; laws 
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are. No uniformity may ever be unity; yet, all the more, in this 
world of many different uniformities there is unity and there is the 
necessity that unity enjoins and that all uniformities serve or medi- 
ate. Long live this "Power behind the Throne"; behind all thrones; 
a power whose only law, the only absolute law, is the principle of 
law and order or, just once more, the "synthetic unity a priori." 

Finally, thus to be able to translate the old-time Kantian Trans- 
cendentalism into the recent creative evolution, to be able to read 
in Kant's causality as category a priori the nature of causation as 
involving (1) duality, (2) incommensurability, and (3) necessity, 
but vital necessity, is at once not without a large tribute to the 
"vision," if possibly not the clear seeing, of Kant and decidedly 
with a most significant historical justification of the new creationism 
and its great retinue of other important "isms." 

ALFRED H. LLOYD. 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. 

RUSSELL'S THEORY OF TYPES 

M R. RUSSELL 'S solution of the paradoxes collected in the 
"Principles of Mathematics," through his theory of types, 

has been received with little comment other than explanatory notices, 
which is a situation that is somewhat puzzling, for the consequences 
of the theory for logic extend far beyond the few paradoxes for which 
it was invented, and its detailed statement makes an elaborate intro- 
duction to the algebra of logic that it would be pleasant to avoid. 

The problem of the paradoxes is the old problem of the insolubilia 
that formed the text for many chapters in scholastic logic, and the 
principle of the vicious circle, that no function may have itself as an 
argument, calls to mind Peter von Ailly's "Pars propositionis non 
potest supponere pro toto," and the provision that a "function is not 
determinate unless its values are previously determinate,"' recalls 
the scholastic doctrine of restriction which made a verb in the present 
tense apply only to the instant before its utterance, not the time of 
utterance, and so did away with the paradox of the liar. In the 
theory of types we have Peter's maxim worked into a consistent and 
thorough device that successfully treats the paradoxes. A typical 
instance of the paradoxes is, "This proposition is false," which if 
false can be proved true, and if true can be proved false. If we rep- 
resent "this proposition" by P and "false" by f we may write it: 
(P<f) < (P<f)' and (P<f)'< (P<f). One of these expres- 
sions would have given no paradox, for that a proposition implies its 
contradictory means only that it is false; but that its contradictory 

1 " v Principia Mathematica, " page 43. 
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